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PLAYING DOMINOES DOUBLE 12s  
MIXED SKULLS ON BLUE & COPPER BACKGROUNDS 
Limited Life of 1,800 seconds on deploy box and bones. 
NOTE: 
THE PERMISSIONS ON THESE DOMINOES ARE COPY ONLY. 
 
These dominoes are prim blocks with mesh alignment tags.  Each domino is 4LI.  
The entire set of 91 dominoes is 364 LI. The rezzer will deploy all the bones to the 
right and top of its position.  Bones will rez face down.  After the bones are all 
rezzed, you can delete the rezzer. 
 
Select any domino and check to be sure that “anyone” can move the domino.  If 
not. Select all the dominoes and check the box so anyone can move them.   
 
The dominoes contain one script by Teddy Tobias, the Self 
Docking/Connect/Modular Script.  This script is in all four connecting dots.  There 
are the dots you will click on to connect your domino to the ones in play.   
 

PLAYING 
Once all the dominoes are rezzed, 
they will be in a stacked order and 
all face down.  You can select all the 
dominoes and align them to a single 
pile.  From there, each player or a 
dealer can pull dominoes from the 
stack for the initial hand.  During the 
game, players can draw from the 
stack for their dominoes.  
 
Click on the dot on the side of your 
domino in your hand that you want to connect to the dominoes in play.  

This will popup text above every domino on the board.  Click on the dot of the domino in play that you want to connect 
yours to.  The initial connection may be face down.  You can flip the bone manually with the edit tools.  Change the X 
value of the bone to 180.  This will flip the domino so the face with the pips are up. 
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There is not counting or control scripts.  You will have to add up the ends 
manually and keep score yourselves.  This is an all-manual game.  When 
you are done with the round, you can select all the dominoes in the field 
and flip them face down.  Each player with remaining bones in their hand 
can flip theirs face down.   Select all the bones and align them back to a 
single pile.  That’s pretty much a shuffle. 
 
The dealer or players can draw a new hand from the shuffled pile.  
 

PRODUCT DETAIL  
The rezzer box and dominoes are copy only items.  You can deploy as many games as you like.  This set has a single 
backside image and mixed pips for the face.   There are pips with the following skulls from the artwork, “Union, Suns 
and Moons.” 

• Green skulls on both sides 
• Red skulls on both sides 
• White skulls on both sides 
• Green skulls with White Skulls mix 
• Red skulls with Green skulls mix 
• White skulls with red skulls mixed 

 

FEATURES 
• 91 Bones in double 12’s 
• Mixed skulls from Union, Suns & Moons 
• Scripted connecting dots. 
• Copy Only permissions 

 
Textures are from inventory texture collections and artwork.  Union, Suns & Moons is an 50” x 38” all ink real life 
drawing by AJ Leibengeist.  The custom matting and frame make the artwork  61 ½” x 49” with a total weight of 65 
pounds.  See the artists homepage for information on reproductions and other products. 
 
HOLOVEND VIEW 
You can see examples of this item inworld at the East Display Deck HoloVend area at the TCGWS in Milda.  SLurl is 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/244/170/50  
 
TOS 
TCGWS TOS: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf  
Second Life Terms of Service https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions 
 
UNPACKING  
CasperVend items come in a Mesh Crate and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez or wear 
the delivery crate for it to open and copy to your inventory.  The same crate is delivered by the SL Marketplace.  It will 
go to your Received Items Folder.   
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The TCGWS project homepage is https://thunderchild.net. There is a free product "Business & Artist Information" from 
the SL MP or CasperVend in-World.  Contact AJ Leibengeist aka Thunderchild Allen inworld for questions or issues.  
 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/244/170/50
https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf
https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions
https://thunderchild.net/
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AVAILABILITY 
Matching and similar Real-Life products are provided by on-line third-party on-demand companies.  My goal is to match 
SL and RL products as much as possible.  If there is a product from my SL shops that you'd like to have in Real Life, let 
me know!   
Stores include RedBubble.com, Society6.com, SpoonFlower.com, TeePublic 
 
CURRENT VARIATIONS 
Domino textures are available for double 6’s, 9’s, 12’s and 18’s. Builder kits are available for any of these sets.  See 
more at AJ’s Texture Gallery: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Akhsharumova/200/10/85.  

https://www.redbubble.com/people/ajleibengeist
https://society6.com/ajleibengeist
https://www.spoonflower.com/profiles/ajleibengeist?sub_action=designs
https://www.teepublic.com/user/aj-leibengeist
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Akhsharumova/200/10/85
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